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ENDOMORPHISMS OF RIGHT IDEALS
OF THE WEYL ALGEBRA

J. T. STAFFORD

ABSTRACT. Let A = A(k) be the first Weyl algebra over an infinite field

k, let P be any noncyclic, projective right ideal of A and set S = End(P).

We prove that, as fc-algebras, S ^ A. In contrast, there exists a noncyclic,

projective right ideal Q of S such that S = End(Q). Thus, despite the fact

that they are Morita equivalent, S and A have surprisingly different properties.

For example, under the canonical maps, Autfc(A) = Pic^(yl) = Picjt(S). In

contrast, Autfc(S) has infinite index in Picjfc(S).

Introduction. Given a commutative domain R, the (first) Weyl algebra A(R)

is denned to be the associative i?-algebra (thus R is central subring) generated

by elements x and y subject to the relation xy — yx = 1. When no ambiguity is

possible, we write A for A(R).

Let F be a field of characteristic zero. Then A = A(F) is a simple ring and,

indeed, may be thought of as one of the nicest and most important examples of

simple Noetherian rings. The initial motivation for this paper was the following

result of Smith. If P is the noncyclic right ideal P = x2A + (xy + I)A of A

then End(P) ^ A (as F-algebras) [11]. Note that, as char(F) = 0, A is a simple

hereditary ring and so End(P) is automatically Morita equivalent to A. Even worse,

as P®P = A® A [17], the full matrix rings M2(A) and M2(End(P)) are isomorphic.

Thus any proof of Smith's result must be fairly subtle and may therefore provide

useful invariants for A.

The first main aim of this paper is to generalize Smith's result to an arbitrary

projective right ideal of A. While the proof of this is harder than that of Smith's

result it does provide a more informative proof in the sense that, unlike Smith, we

do not (and cannot) require an explicit description of End(P). For the rest of this

introduction k will denote a field of arbitrary characteristic and all isomorphisms

of rings will be fc-algebra isomorphisms.

THEOREM A. Let P be a projective right ideal of A = A(k). Then End(P) = A

if and only if P is a cyclic right ideal of A. (See Theorem 3.1.)

This has some easy corollaries:

COROLLARY B. Let P and Q be projective right ideals of A = A(k). Then

End(F) = End(Q) if and only if P = ta(Q) for some t £ D(k), the division ring of
fractions of A, and a £ Autk(A), the group of k-automorphisms of A.
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Secondly, if F is a field of characteristic zero, A(F) can be thought of as the ring

of differential operators on the affine line A over F. Theorem A immediately gives

information on the ring of differential operators D(X) on a more general curve X.

COROLLARY C. Let X be a singular, irreducible, affine, algebraic curve with

normalization A. Then D(X) ^ D(f\) = A(F). (However D(X) is frequently Morita

equivalent to D(fA)—see §5 for the details.)

While Corollary B contains Theorem A as a special case, it is in one sense a

much weaker result, in as much as one needs to involve Aut(A). Curiously, for any

noncyclic Q, Corollary B fails if one demands that a = 1. Remarkably, this in turn

implies that Theorem A becomes false if we replace ^4(fc) by EndQ.

THEOREM D. Let k be an infinite field. Let R be a domain that is Morita

equivalent, but not isomorphic to A(k). Then there exists a noncyclic, projective

right ideal P of R such that R = End(P). (See Theorem 4.3.)

Theorems A and D suggest that there should be natural invariants to distinguish

between A(k) and R. One such invariant is provided by an appropriate factor of

the Picard group, Picfc(-) (see §4 for the definition).

COROLLARY E. Let k be an infinite field and R a domain that is Morita equiv-

alent to A = A(k). Then there is a natural embedding co: Autk(R) —> Picfc(-ft). //

R = A then uj is an isomorphism, but if R ^ A then the coset space Picfc(i?)/Im(w)

is infinite. (See Theorem 4.7.)

Corollary E (and Theorem D) are surprising in that A and R are such similar

rings; one even has Mn(A) = Mn(R) for n > 3. In particular, since they are Morita

equivalent, Picfe(A) = P'iCk(R). This suggests that Picfc(5)/Im(a;) and possibly

Picfc(S'), can provide sensitive invariants for an arbitrary simple Noetherian ring S.

Of course, the proofs of this paper also suggest that they will be very difficult to

calculate.

The proof of Theorem A falls naturally into two halves. One first considers the

case when char k = p > 0. In this case A = A(k) is a finitely generated module over

its center Z(A) = k[xp, yp\. Here one proves first that (apart from a few exceptions)

every fc-automorphism of Z(A) extends to an automorphism of A. Theorem A is

then an easy consequence of the Skolem-Noether theorem (see §2). For fields of

characteristic zero, the theorem is proven by a reduction to characteristic p > 0

(see §3). We should remark that this reduction is fairly formal and will hold in

considerably greater generality than just the ring A. Thus the crux of the argument

is really to show that, in positive characteristic, one can extend fc-automorphisms

from Z(A) to A. In particular, the dichotomy presented by Theorem D implies

that in positive characteristic one cannot extend all automorphisms from Z(R) to

R. (The precise statement of this result needs a little more care—see Corollary 4.8

and compare with Theorem 2.4.)

The idea of using a 'reduction modp' to prove Theorem A was suggested by an

unpublished result of Makar-Limanov and Schofield who used the same method to

find an example of a division ring E that is finite dimensional over D(k), but not

isomorphic to D(k). I am grateful to them for sharing this result with me. Another

recent application of this method can be found in [5].
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There is an intriguing analogy between the results of this paper and the following

theorem of Paramila. Let E be a division ring that is p2-dimensional over its center

k, for some prime p, and set S = E\x\,...,xn] for the polynomial extension of E

in n > 2 commuting indeterminates. Then there exist noncyclic, projective right

ideals in S and, for any such right ideal, say P, one has End(P) ^ S. This is

because the only units in End(P) are the nonzero elements of k. This suggests

the following curious conjecture. Let S be one of the rings for which [14] provides

noncyclic, projective right ideals. (Such rings include group rings of poly (infinite

cyclic) groups and enveloping algebras of finite dimensional Lie algebras, as well as

A(k) and E[x%, ...,xn].) Then End(P) ^ S for any noncyclic, projective right ideal

P of S. The results mentioned earlier suggest that this nonisomorphism would be

caused by the fact that Autfc(EndP) is smaller than Autfc(S).

1. Generalities. In this section we collect together various well-known results

about the Weyl algebra that we will need. Many of these observations will be used

without comment in the body of the paper. Throughout the paper, k will denote a

field and all homomorphisms between fc-algebras will be A;-algebra homomorphisms.

Observe first that A = A(k) is a Noetherian domain and so by Goldie's Theorem

it has a division ring of fractions, which will be denoted by D(k). Fix a finitely

generated, nonzero right A-submodule M of D = D(k). Then we will always

identify End(M) with Ot(M) = {/ G D: fM C M}. We remark that, whatever
the characteristic of k, A is maximal order in D; that is, there exists no ring

A^ S C D such that aSb C A for some a,b G D \ {0} [2, Example 3.2(a)]. If M
is also a left module over a second order R in D then this implies that

(1.1) ifT = End(fiM),    then T = A.

To see this note that we may again identify T with a subalgebra of D. Pick

s G -D\{0} such that sM C A. Then for any m G M\{0} we have smT C sM C A.

Thus T = A by the maximality of A. Of course, (1.1) holds with any maximal order

in place of A.

Suppose, from now on, that M is also projective as a right A-module. Then

End M is also a maximal order [2, Proposition 1.3]. We will also identify Hom(M, A)

with M* = {f e D: fM C A}. Note that, by the Dual Basis Lemma, End(M) =
MM*. This also means that there is no ambiguity in the notation M*, in the sense

that

M* = {feD: M/CEndP}=HomEnd(Af)(M,End(M)).

Similarly, if a G Autfe(D) then a(M) is a right rj(A)-module, and hence

(1.2) a(M") = {g€D: ga(M) C a(M)} = [o(M)}*.

We now turn to a consideration of projective right ideals of A. One of the main

techniques in this paper is to change our base field (or ring) and we therefore

need a method for ensuring that noncyclic right ideals remain noncyclic under

such changes. The most effective method for checking this seems to be to use

the standard filtration. Let R be any commutative Noetherian domain and pick

/ G A(R) \ {0}. Then / may be uniquely written as / = Yl™ x% fi f°r some m and

fi G R[y]. If fm ^ 0 then we define:

(1.3) deg(/) = m and L(f) = /m,    the leading coefficient of /.
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Note that, for any /, g G A(R) \ {0} we have

(1.4) deg(/g) = deg/ + degg    and    L(fg) = L(f)L(g).

Similarly, if / is a nonzero right ideal of A(R) we define, for n > 0,

Ln(I) = {L(f): fel with deg/ = n}.

Observe that each Ln(I) is an ideal of R[y] and Ln(I) C Ln+1(I) for all n. Since

R is Noetherian this implies that (jLi(I) = Ln(Fj for some n > 0, and we denote

this ideal by Loc^i). We also write Lmin(I) for Lr(I) where r is the minimal i such

that Li(I) ^ 0. The following observation is useful for testing whether I is cyclic.

(1.5) / is cyclic if and only if Lmin(7) is a cyclic ideal of R[y] and Ln(I) =

Ln+i(I) for all n such that Ln(I) ^ 0.

2. Endomorphism rings in characteristic p. In this section k will always

denote a field of characteristic p > 0. The main aim of this section is to prove

Theorem A of the introduction for A(k) and this will be an easy consequence of the

fact that we can lift (most) /c-automorphisms of the center Z(A) of A = A(k) to

automorphisms of A. By [9], Z(A) = k[xp:yp] is a polynomial ring and so by [16]

the automorphisms of Z(A) are known. We begin by rephrasing Van der Kulk's

result in a form that is appropriate to our needs.

LEMMA 2.1. Let k[zo,zi] be a polynomial ring in two variables over k and

define k-automorphisms aif by o-{f(zt) = zx + / and Oij(z\-i) = zi_i, where f G

re^i-j] and i = 0,1. Let G be the subgroup of Aut(k[z0,zi}) generated by the &if.

Let H be the subgroup Aut(fc[zo, ^l]) consisting of the scalar maps t\ defined by

T\(zo) = Zq andr\(zi) = Xz\ for some A G fc\{0}. Then any 9 G Autfc[.20)2i] can

be written 9 = hg for some h G H and g G G.

PROOF. By [16, Theorem 1], Aut(k[zo, 2tJ) is generated by G and automor-

phisms 4> of the form (j>(zo) = azo + bz\ + c and <j>(z\) = dza + ezi + / where

a,..., / G k and det(^ e) ^ 0. It is an easy exercise to show that 4> — 4>i4>2 for

some 4>i G H and 4>2 G G. Thus Aut(fc[zo,2i]) is generated by G and H, from

which it follows easily that G is a normal subgroup, as required.

We will continue to write G and H for the subgroups of Aut Z(A) defined by

Lemma 2.1 (under the identification, say, zq = xp and z\ = yp). We now consider

which automorphisms of Z(A) extend to A. For the subgroup G this is easy.

LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that k is a perfect field. Then any g G G extends to an

automorphism of A = A(k).

REMARK. A proof of this lemma is also implicit within the proof of [5, Theorem

PROOF. It clearly suffices to prove the lemma for a = aof, the case of tri9 being

symmetric. Thus a(xp) = xp + f and a(yp) = yp, where / = £o" f%ypl G k[yp}.

We prove the result by induction on m. As k is perfect, we may write fm = g^ for

some gm G k and hence define a fc-automorphism t on A by t(x) = x + gmym and

r(y) = y. (Note that, if m — 0, then r|z(^) = a and so the induction does start.)

Since r(x) and y = r(y) are generators of A that satisfy r(x)y — yr(x) — 1, we
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necessarily have t(x)p G Z(A) = k[xp,yp\. The obvious degree argument therefore

forces t(xp) to have the form

m—1

t(xp) = xp + gpmymp + ^ hlVp\    for some K G fc.

o

By induction, there exists T\ G Aut(A) such that n(xp) = xp + X^o"~ (/* ~ ht)ym

and T\(yp) = yp. But now

m —1

TTl(xp) = r(xp + ]T(/t - J^y*) =xp + gpmymp + £ fiypi

o

= a(xp).

Thus a does indeed extend to an automorphism of A.

It is worth remarking that the extension of a G Aut Z(A) to an automorphism

r of A defined by Lemma 2.2 may be a little involved. For example, if charfc = 2

and a — o-0y2, then r is defined by t(x) = x + y + 1, rather than by t(x) — x + y.

We now turn to elements of the subgroup H. While (apart from the identity

element) no h G H extends to an automorphism of A, as we next show, h also does

not extend to an automorphism of D(k). As such, h will not arise in our problem

about endomorphism rings.

LEMMA  2.3.   Let k be any field (of characteristic p) and a G H.   Then the

following are equivalent:

(i) a = 1,

(ii) a extends to an automorphism of A(k),

(iii) a extends to an automorphism of D(k).

PROOF. The implications (i)=>(ii)=>(iii) are trivial and so it remains to prove

(iii)=^(i). Let o be defined by o(xp) = xp and a(yp) = Xyp for some A G k\{0} and

suppose that a extends to an automorphism r of D(k) defined, say, by t(x) = /

and r(y) = g. In order to study these elements it is convenient to embed D(k) in

the ring of inverse power series:

D(k) C T = \ ]T xlU: U G k(y), n G Z i .

Given t = £"oo x%^i e -^ w^n *™ ̂  ^ we denne degr. = n and L(t) = tn, the

leading coefficient of t. The observations given in (1.4) have analogues in the

present situation. Thus, given t, s G T \ {0}, then

deg(is) = degt + degs    and    L(ts) = L(t)L(s).

For these and further results about T the reader is referred to [4], particularly §3.

Now write / = X^-oo x'/i and g — ^"oc xtgi for appropriate /; and g3 G k(y).

Since fp = t(xp) = xp, the comments of the last paragraph imply that deg(/) = 1

with L(f)p — 1, whence L(f) = 1. Similarly, deg(c/) = 0 with L(g) — n for some
/i G k such that \ip = A.   Now for any i we have [x, xlgi] = xl(d(gi)/dy) and
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[xlfi,y] = ix*-1 fi. Thus

o -1

1 = [/,»]=   x + ̂ x'fi^y + Y^^Oi
— oo —oo

= [x, fj,y] + terms of degree < 0

= p, + terms of degree < 0.

Thus p = 1 and a = 1; as required.

THEOREM 2.4. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0 and put A =

A(/e). Suppose that a G Aut(Z(A)).  TTien the following are equivalent:

(i) cr G G,

(ii) er extends to an automorphism of A,

(iii) cr extends to an automorphism of D(k).

PROOF. By Lemma 2.1 we may write a = hg for some h G H and g G G. By

Lemma 2.2, <? extends to an automorphism of A and hence to one of D(k). Thus

if (iii) holds then h — og~x also extends to an automorphism of D(k). Hence, by

Lemma 2.3, h = 1 and a = g G G. That (i) implies (ii) is just Lemma 2.2 and

(ii)=>(iii) is automatic.

REMARK 2.5. It would be interesting to know if one could find a more intuitive

proof of Theorem 2.4, as this may allow one to extend the theorem to other rings

(for example to An = A<S>k • ■ • ® k A). As the remaining steps in the proof of Theorem

A hold in considerable generality, this would allow one to extend Theorem A to

these more general rings. However, some subtleties must remain in any proof of

Theorem 2.4 since, as will be shown in §4, the result fails for any domain Morita

equivalent, but not isomorphic to A(k).

The first case of Theorem A now follows easily.

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, and suppose
that P is a noncyclic, projective right ideal of A = A(k).  Then End(P) ^ A.

PROOF. Suppose that a is the given isomorphism from 5 = End(P) to A. If

Z = Z(A) then ZP = PZ C P and soZcS. Since Z c Z(D(k)) we see that

Z C Z(S) and, by a symmetric argument, Z = Z(S). Thus a restricts to an

automorphism, say r, of Z. Also, as D(k) is the division ring of fractions S,cr (and

r) extend to an automorphism of D(k). Thus, by Theorem 2.4, r extends to an

automorphism 9 of A. Therefore, replacing a by 6~lo we may assume that a is a Z-

isomorphism. Thus by the Skolem-Noether theorem, a is an inner automorphism

of D(k); say c(a) — tat~x for some t G D. Since A is a PI ring, there exists

v G Z \ {0} such that tv G A. Of course we may replace t by tv. Now, S = t~l At

and so End(tP) = t(EndP)^1 = A. But as tP C A this just says that tP is a

two-sided ideal of A. Since A is an Azumaya algebra, [9, Theoreme 2], this implies

that tP = IA = I ®z A for some ideal / of Z. But as A is a free Z-module,

the proof of [10, Theorem 9.39] implies that / is a projective ideal of the UFD

Z = k[xp, yp\. Thus /, and hence P are cyclic; as required.

It is easy to remove the hypothesis that k is perfect in Proposition 2.6.

COROLLARY 2.7. Let k be any field of characteristic p > 0 and suppose that P

is a projective noncyclic right ideal of A(k).  Then End(P) ^ A(k).
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PROOF. Let k be the algebraic closure of k. If a is an isomorphism from A(k)

to End(P), then certainly a extends to an isomorphism

a: A(k) = A(k) ®fc k -» End(P) <g>fe k = End(P ®A(fc) A(fc)).

Thus, by Corollary 2.6 it remains to prove that Pk = P ® A(k) is not cyclic as an

A(fc)-module. To do this we use the notation of §1. As P is not cyclic, (1.5) implies

that Lt(P) ^ Lj(P) for some i < j for which L;(P) ^ 0. Since each Ln(P) is a

cyclic ideal of k[y] it is easy to see that Ln(Pk) — Ln(P) ®fc k (where Ln(Pk) is

defined by considering Pk as a right ideal of A(k)). Thus Li(Pk) ^ Lj(Pk) and

Pk is not cyclic. By Proposition 2.6 this gives the required contradiction.

REMARK. If S = R[x, y, z]/(x2 + y2 + z2 - 1) is the coordinate ring of the 2-

sphere, then there exists a nonfree, projective S-module P such that P®r C is free

[15, p. 269]. As rank P = 2, P (8)5 (M2(S)) is therefore isomorphic to a noncyclic,

projective right ideal P of S = M2(S) for which P ®r C is cyclic. Thus the proof

of Corollary 2.7 does not hold for an arbitrary fc-algebra.

In [3, Theoreme 8.10], Dixmier gives generators for Autp(A(F)) when char(P) =

0. The following analogue of Dixmier's result for positive characteristic is implicit

in the proof of Theorem 2.4.

COROLLARY 2.8. Let k be a perfect field. Then Autfc(A(fc)) is generated by

automorphisms Cif that are defined as follows:

<rif(x) = x + f,    aif(y) = y,        where fek[y]

and

a2f(x) = x,    o2f(y) =y + f,        where f G k[x\.

A similar (and independent) proof of Corollary 2.8 over an arbitrary field of

positive characteristic is given in [5, Theorem 1].

3. Endomorphisms in characteristic zero. In this section we complete the

proof of Theorem A of the introduction and give some of its easier consequences,

among them Corollary B of the introduction. The basic idea is to reduce mod p by

replacing the base field k first by a finitely generated Z-algebra R and then by a

finite factor field of R.

THEOREM 3.1. Let k be a field (of any characteristic) and P a projective right

ideal of A — A(k). Then End(P) = A if and only if P is cyclic.

PROOF. Clearly, if P is cyclic then End(P) = A. Thus we may assume that P

is not cyclic and, by way of contradiction, that End(P) = A. By Corollary 2.7 we

may assume that char(/c) = 0.

Step 1. Replace k by a finitely generated T-algebra R.

Informally speaking, all our hypotheses can be phrased in terms of a finite num-

ber of elements, and so we may replace k by the Z-algebra generated by the coeffi-

cients of these elements.

More formally, pick a module N and an integer r such that P © N = A^r\

Thus End(A(r)) = Mr(A) and for some idempotent e G Mr(A) we may identity P

with eA^r\ in which case EndP = eMr(A)e. We now have an isomorphism a: A —►

eMr(A)e. Pick a finitely generated Z-subalgebra R of k such that (i) e G Mr(A(R)),

considered as a Z-subalgebra of Mr(A(k)), (ii) a(x) and a(y) G eMr(A(R))e and
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(iii) cr~1(efe) G A(R) where / runs through the canonical generators e^x and eZJy

of Mr(A(R)) as an P-algebra. We claim this algebra R satisfies our requirements.

Note that A(R) is automatically a Noetherian domain. First, as e G Mr(A(R))

we have

eA(P)(r) CQ = A(P)^nP    and    (1 - e)A(R)^ C A(R)^ n N = iV,.

Since QnNi C Pn A/ = 0, this implies that A(R)^ = Q®NX and Q = eA(P)(r>.
Thus <5 is projective. Further, since

Q®Rk = eA(R)ir) ®R fc = eA(k){r) = P,

Q cannot be cyclic as an A(P)-module. A similar argument shows that Q has

uniform dimension one; i.e., that Q is isomorphic to a right ideal of A(R). Finally

as Q = eA(R)(-r\EndA(R)(Q) — eMr(A(R))e and so by parts (ii) and (iii), a and

tr-1 restrict to P-algebra homomorphisms between A(R) and eMr(A(R))e. Since

aa~l = Id and o~~la = Id they are necessarily isomorphisms; as required.

Step 2. Replace R by a finite factor field.
To avoid some notation we will write A for A(R). Note first that we may always

replace R by P[c_1] for c G R \ {0} without changing our hypotheses, simply

because the only requirement on R in Step 1 was that it should contain certain

elements.

Let M be a maximal ideal of R. As Q is a projective right ideal of A, certainly

Q/QM is a projective A/MA-module. Since Q is a projective module over the

commutative domain R, certainly Q/QM ^ 0. But we also have an P/M-algebra

homomorphism

<j>: A(R/M) = A/MA ̂  End Q/M End Q -» End(Q/QM)

where the final map is surjective by the projectivity of Q. But A(R/M) is a domain

and Q/QM is a nonzero projective A(P/M)-module. Thus (f> cannot have a kernel

and so A(R/M) = End(Q/QM). Of course, since End(Q/QM) is therefore a

domain, Q/QM is a uniform A(P/M)-module and hence isomorphic to a right

ideal of A(R/M). Also, R/M is a finite field. Thus if Q/QM remains noncyclic
then this will contradict Proposition 2.6 and complete the proof.

It remains to find a maximal ideal M of R such that Q/QM is not cyclic, and

this seems to be considerably more subtle. We use the Li(Q), defined in §1, to

find an appropriate ideal M. First note that, if F is the field of fractions of R,

then for all i, Li(Q) ®r F is a cyclic ideal of F[y\. Since there are only finitely

many distinct L{(Q) we can pick c G R \ {0} such that each Li(Q) ®r R[c~x\ is

cyclic. Since Ll(Q[c~1}) = Li(Q) ®r P[c_1] we may, by replacing R by P[c_1],

assume that each Li(Q) is cyclic. Secondly let / be the minimal ideal of R such

that Lmin(Q) Q I[y\- Then, replacing R by P[d_1] for any d G / \ {0}, we may

assume that L{(Q) <£ J[y] for any nonzero ideal J of R and nonzero L{(Q). (One

consequence of this, which we do not use, is that for any maximal ideal M of R we

may now identify Q/QM with Q + MA/MA.)
Since each Li(Q) is cyclic, with generator say u,, we may pick qi £ Q such that

deg(<j;) = i and Li(qi) = Vi. Since Q is not cyclic, there exist n > r such that

Ln(Q) ¥= Lr(Q) ^ 0. By enlarging n if necessary, we may assume that Ln(Q) =

£oo(Q)- Thus for some maximal ideal N of R[y], Ln(Q) / Lr(Q) + Ln(Q)N. Since

R is affine, N contains a maximal ideal M of R and so Ln(Q) ^ Lr(Q) + Ln(Q)M.
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We will show that Q/QM is not cyclic, but we must first identify the Li(QM).

So, if g G QM we may write g = ^ g^ra^ for some gz G Q and m^ G M. But & =

J2ajrij f°r some r;j G R[y] and so g = J2oQj(^iri3mi)> wnere after cancellation,

we may assume that J2rismi ¥" 0- Thus L(g) G LS(Q)M. Hence for all i we have

L%(QM) = LX(Q)M.
Now suppose that Q = fA+QM, where / G Q is chosen to have minimal possible

degree, say deg(/) = t. Remember that Lt(Q) <£ M[y\. Thus if L(f) G M[y] then,

by the last paragraph, L(f) = vtm for some m G M[y], and Q = (f ~qtm)A + QM.

Since deg(/ - qtm) < deg(/), this contradicts the minimality of deg(/). Thus

L(f) £ M\y). Next, write qr = fg + h for some h G QM and g G A, where we

assume that g has the smallest possible degree for this to happen. Note that if

L(g) G M[y] then fxdee^L(g) G QM and so fg = fgx + hv for some gi with

deggi < degg; a contradiction. Thus L(g) ^ M[y]. But this implies that there can

be no cancellation between the highest degree terms of fg and h. Hence deg qr =

deg(/g + h) > deg/ + degg. Thus deg(/) < r and L(f) G Lr(Q). Repeat the

above argument for the equation qn = fa + b. Again this ensures that there is no

cancellation between the highest terms of fa and b. Thus

L(qn) G L(f)R[y] + L(b)R\y\ C Lr(Q) + L00(Q)M

= Lr(Q) + Ln(Q)M.

This contradicts the choice of M and ensures that Q/QM is not cyclic. By the

second paragraph of the proof of this step, this contradicts Proposition 2.6 and

completes the proof of the theorem.

It is probably worth mentioning that, whatever the characteristic of k, A — A(k)

is stably free; that is, given any projective, finitely generated A-module Q then

Q © A'n) = A(m) for some integers m and n [7, Theorem 7]. It follows by [13] that

Q is free if it has uniform dimension > l + K dim A (and K dim A = 1, respectively

2 if char A: = 0, respectively p > 0). In particular, given a projective right ideal

P of A then M„(EndP) = Mn(A) for any n > 3. If charfc = 0 this isomorphism

also holds when n — 2 and we would conjecture that the same is true for positive

characteristic.

This means that there is a curious contrast between Theorem A and the com-

mutative theory. For, if char k = 0 then A(k) is a Dedekind prime ring, which is

the noncommutative analogue of a commutative Dedekind domain C. However, if

/ is a noncyclic (right) ideal of G then End J = G, yet certainly I © G(n) ^ G(m)

for any integers n and m.

We next prove Corollary B of the introduction. If d G D(k) \ {0} then we will

denote by Od the inner automorphism determined by d; that is osia) — dad-1 for

all a G D(k).

COROLLARY 3.2. Let k be a field of any characteristic. Suppose that P and Q

are projective right ideals of A — A(k) such that EndP = EndQ. Then Q = ta(P)

for some t G D(k) and a G Autfe(A).

PROOF. We make the identifications of §1, so in particular EndP and EndQ

are orders in D(k). Thus, if 9: EndP —> EndQ = S is the given isomorphism, then

0 may be considered as an automorphism of D(k). Note that 0(P) is now a left

5-module.
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We consider T = Q*9(P) = Q* ®s 9(P). This is certainly a projective left

A-module and a right 6>(A)-module. By (1.1), 9(A) = End(AT). Thus, applying

Theorem 3.1 to the left A-module T, we have T = At for some t G D(k). Thus

t~lAt = End(At) = End(T) = 9(A).

In particular, A = ot9(A) and a = at9 G Aut A. Finally, as sets,

Qt = QT = QQ*9(P) = S9(P) = 9(P) = rlo-(P)t.

Thus Q = t~1a(P); as required.

A curious consequence of Corollary 3.2 is that Autfc(EndP) is "induced" from

Autfc(A). Another way of obtaining Autfc(EndP) from Autfc(A) will be given in

Theorem 4.7.

COROLLARY 3.3. Let S be a domain that is Morita equivalent to A = A(k).

Then for all 9 G Autfc(S) there exists d G D(k) and a G Autfc(A) such that 9 = o^o-.

PROOF. By hypothesis, we may identify S with End(Q) for some projective right

ideal Q of A. If we set P = Q, then 9 G Autfc(S) gives an isomorphism between

EndP and EndQ. Thus, by the proof of Corollary 3.2, 9 = o^a for some d G D(k)

and a G Autfc(A).

As will be shown in the next section, if S is not isomorphic to A, then the

converse to Corollary 3.3 is false. That is, there exists <j> G Autfc(A) such that

4> ̂ OdT for any d G D(k) and r G Autfc(S").

4. Rings Morita equivalent to the Weyl algebra. Throughout this section

k will denote a field of arbitrary characteristic and A = A(k). The purpose of this

section is to show that the results of the last two sections are specific to the Weyl

algebra, in the sense that they all become false if A is replaced by any domain

R that is Morita equivalent but not isomorphic to A. Thus, while A and R have

equivalent module categories, they have surprisingly different properties. This can

be best expressed by using a canonical coset space, Picfc(S) = Picfc(S)/Im(Autfc(5))

of the Picard group of a ring S (the definition will be given later). For, Theorem

A just says that Pkfc(A) = {1}. In contrast, at least when k is infinite, we prove

that Picfc(P) is infinite. This will also mean that other positive results for A, like

Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 3.3, will fail for R.

The reason why this happens is really that Corollary B, while containing Theo-

rem A as a special case, is a weaker result, in that one needs to involve Autfc(A).

The following easy example shows that one cannot strengthen Corollary B. Let

Pi = x2A + (xy + 1)A be the 'canonical' noncyclic projective A-module and

Q = x2A + (x(y + 1) + 1)A. Then certainly Q = o-(Pi) for the appropriate

a G Autfc(A) but it is readily proven that Q / fPi for any t G D(k). Thus

one cannot strengthen Corollary B, and this easily implies that Theorem A fails if

we replace A by End(Pi). We remark that Pi provides a useful test case for the

results of this section, as the modus operandi will be to mimic, for an arbitrary

projective module, proofs that are easy for Pi.

We begin with two preparatory lemmas. The first justifies the earlier comment

that the statement of Corollary B is weaker than that of Theorem A and the second

shows that one crucial property of Pi, that it intersects k[x], can be assumed for

an arbitrary projective module.
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LEMMA 4.1. Let Q be a noncyclic, projective right ideal of A and put S =

End(Q). Suppose that there exists a G Autfc(A) such that a(Q) ^ tQ for any

t G D(k). Then there exists a noncyclic, projective right ideal M of S such that

S = End(M). Here M = so(Q)Q* for some s€S.

PROOF. As usual, we identify End(Q) with a subalgebra of D(k). Since a G

Aut(A), a(Q) is a right ideal of A and regarding a as an element of Aut(D(k)), we

have o(S) = End(a(Q)A). Put

M = o(Q)Q* = o-(Q) ®A Q*.

Then M is a projective right S-submodule of D(k), and so is isomorphic to a right

ideal of S. Further, using (1.1), End(Ms) = a(S) = S. Suppose that M = tS for
some t G D(k). Then

o-(Q) = a(Q)A = a(Q)Q*Q = tSQ = tQ;

contradicting our hypothesis. Thus M is not cyclic, as required.

LEMMA 4.2. Let Q be a nonzero right ideal of A. Then there exists t G

D(k) \ {0} such that tQ is a right ideal of A that satisfies tQ fl k[x] ̂  0.

PROOF. Let C = k\x] \ {0}. Then, as is well known and easy to check, C

is an Ore set in A and B — Ac = k(x){y) is a principal ideal domain. Thus

Qc — qAc for some q G Q. Now q~lQ is a finitely generated right A-module

satisfying A C q~lQ C Ac- Thus we may clear denominators (on the left) and

obtain gA C gq~lQ C A for some g G C. Thus t = gq~l satisfies the conclusions of

the lemma.

THEOREM 4.3. Let k be an infinite field and Q a noncyclic, projective right

ideal of A = A(k). Put S = EndQ. Then there exists a noncyclic, projective right

ideal M of S such that S = End(Ms).

REMARK 4.4. We actually prove more. Given A G k, define 9\ G Autfc(A) by

9x(x) = x and 9x(y) = y + A. Set M(9X) = 9X(Q)Q*. Then we prove, for all

but finitely many A G k, that M(9\) is a noncyclic projective S-module for which

S = End(M(0A))-

PROOF. By Lemma 4.2 pick t G D(k) such that tQ is a right ideal of A for which

tQ n k[x] ^ 0. Since End(tQ) = tSt~l = S it is sufficient to prove the theorem

for tQ. Note that, in the notation of Remark 4.4, if 9\(Q)Q* = vS is a cyclic

5-module, then

0x(tQ)(tQY =9x(t)9x(Q)Q*t~1 = [9x(t)vt~1}(tsr1)

is a cyclic ^Si_1-module. Thus the remark is also unaffected by this change.

Thus we may assume that Q fl k[x] ^ 0. In order to prove the theorem and

the remark, Lemma 4.1 says that it suffices to prove that, for all but finitely many

A G k, we have 9\(Q) ^ sQ for any s G D(k). In the notation of §1, consider

the Li(Q). As Q n k[x] ^ 0, we have Loo(Q) = k[y] = Ln(Q) for some n. Pick

r minimal such that Lr(Q) ^ 0; say Lr(Q) = fk[y]. Note that, by (1.5), f & k.
Thus, for all but finitely many A G k, we have 9x(f) ^ /, and, therefore, 9\(f) ^ vf

for any v G fc. For any a G A, deg^(a) = dego and L(9\(a)) = 9\(L(a)). Thus

U(9X(Q)) = k[y] for i > n, while

Lr(9x(Q)) = 9x(f)k[y] ? Lr(Q).
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Now, suppose that 9x(Q) = sQ for some s G D(k). Equivalently, a9x(Q) = bQ

for some a, b G A \ {0}. For i > 0,

Lt(a9x(Q)) = L(a)Ll.degia)(9x(Q)) = L(a)k[y],

while L%(bQ) = L(b)k[y\. Thus L(a) = pL(b) for some p G k \ {0}. On the
other hand, by comparing nonzero elements of minimal degree in the equation

a®\(Q) — °Q we see that deg a = deg b and

L(a)6x(f)k[y} = Lr+dega(a9x(Q)) = L(b)fk[y] = L(a)fk[y}.

Thus 9x(f) = vf for some v G fc{0}. This contradicts the choice of A and completes

the proof of the theorem.

REMARK. It is not clear whether the theorem remains true over a finite field,

as there seems to be no reasonable infinite set of automorphisms to use in place

of the 9x- The trouble with the more general automorphisms Oij of Corollary 2.8

is that the Lj(o-2g(Q)) become almost impossible to compute when g ^ k, while

Li(°if{Q)) = LAQ) for any /•
The dichotomy between Theorems 3.1 and 4.3 suggest that there should be an

obvious invariant that distinguishes between A(k) and S = End(Q). The most

natural such invariant arises from the Picard group. For a fc-algebra R, the Picard

group of R relative to k, written Pic/t R, is the group of all bimodule isomorphism

classes of invertible P-bimodules over k, with multiplication defined by tensor prod-

uct. Here, an (Pi,P)-bimodule M is invertible if M<g>R-defines an equivalence of

categories between the categories of P-modules and Pi-modules. That it is a bi-

module over k means that gm — mg for all m G M and g G k. For the rings R

that concern us, R is a domain and every finitely generated projective P-module

is stably free and hence a progenerator. Thus an invertible P-bimodule M over

k is just a projective right ideal of R such that R = End(M) as fc-algebras. The

details concerning Picard groups can be found, for example, in [8, §37]. The Pi-

card group itself is not appropriate for our purposes since it is a Morita invariant

(see [8, Theorem 37.9]). However, by [8, Theorem 37.14] there is a natural ho-

momorphism fi: Autfc(P) —> Pkfc(P) defined as follows. Given an P-bimodule,

M and automorphisms o, r G Autfc(P) define aMT to be the P-bimodule, isomor-

phic to M as an abelian group but with multiplication twisted by the automor-

phisms; r o mo s = o-(r)mr(s) for r,s G R and m G M. Then fi is defined by

fi(f) = [i-Rct] = [ctPi]- Here and elsewhere we write tt" for tr"1 to avoid cumber-

some notation. Theorems 3.1 and 4.3 can now be translated into results about

Picard groups to give

COROLLARY 4.5.   (i) If R = A, then Pick(R) = Im(fi).
(ii) // k is an infinite field and R is a domain that is Morita equivalent but not

isomorphic to A, then Picfe(P) ^ Im(fi).

PROOF, (i) By [8, Theorem 37.16], Im(fi) consists of those invertible P-bimod-

ules that are cyclic as right modules. But Theorem 3.1 says that invertible A-

bimodules over k are also cyclic as right modules; as required.

(ii) By Theorem 4.3, there exists an invertible P-bimodule that is not cyclic as

a right P-module, and so again the result follows from [8, Theorem 37.16].

REMARK. Another proof of Corollary 3.2 can be given by combining Corol-

lary 4.5(i) with [1, Corollary 3.3].   Also, by combining Corollary 4.5(i) with [1,
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Proposition 1.6] one obtains that for n > 2, Pkfc(Mn(A)) = Im(fi). Note that, by

the comments after Theorem 3.1, every essential projective right ideal of Mn(A)

is free if n > 3 (and this also holds for n = 2 if char A; = 0). Thus the fact that

Pic Mn(A) = Im(fi) is immediate in this case. Of course, as Mn(A) = Mn(R) for

n > 3, Corollary 4.5(h) shows that the converse of [1, Proposition 1.6] does not

hold.

Our next aim is to refine Corollary 4.5 by showing that fi is always a monomor-

phism and that, in the situation of Corollary 4.5(h), Im(fi) has infinite index in

Picfc(P).

LEMMA 4.6.   Let Q be a projective right ideal of A and put S = End(Q).  Then

(i) ifU(S) denotes the units of S, then U(S) — k\ {0};

(ii) the homomorphism fi: Autfc(S') —> Picfc(S) is a monomorphism.

REMARK. It is a triviality that U(A) = k\ {0}. However one cannot prove

part (i) of the lemma just by using this and the fact that A and S are Morita

equivalent domains, as can be seen by considering the result of Paramila [6] that

was mentioned in the introduction.

PROOF. By [8, Theorem 37.14], Ker(fi) = Innfc(5), the set of inner automor-

phisms of S. Thus (ii) follows from (i).

By Lemma 4.2, there exists t G D(k) such that tQ is a right ideal of A for which

tQnk[x\ ^ 0. Note that End(tQ) £* End(Q) and so U(EndQ) = k\{0} if and only
if U(End(tQ)) = k\ {0}. Thus we may replace Q by tQ. Set Q n k[x] = hk[x]. If
B — k(x)(y), in the notation of Lemma 4.2, then EndQ CQ*C A/i-1 c B. Thus

U(EndQ) C U(B) = k(x) \ {0}. If s G U(EndQ) we may therefore write s = f'xg

for some /, g G k[x\. But sQ = Q implies that fQ — gQ and hence that

fhk[x\ = f(Q n k[x\) = fQn k[x] = gQ n k[x\ = ghk[x\.

Thus s = /_1gGrc\ {0}; as required.

We now turn to the coset space Pic(5)/Im(fi), where S — E\\d(Q) is the en-

domorphism ring of a noncyclic, projective right ideal Q of A. It will follow from

Remark 4.4 that this coset space is infinite, but to show this we need a different

description of the M(9x) of Remark 4.4. Remember that, if 9 G Autfc(A) then

M(9) = 9(Q)Q* Q£ 9(Q) ®A Q*. Of course End(M(0)s) = 9(S) and so M(9) be-
comes an invertible 5-bimodule under the action so mot = 9(s)mt for s,t G S and

m€M(9).

It is now routine to show that there is an S-bimodule isomorphism a: M(9) —►

(iQg) ®A Q* given by a(9(q) ® f) = q ® / for q G Q and / G Q*. Furthermore,

iQe - Q ®A liAg) as (S, A)-bimodules, and so M(9) = Q ®a (lAg) <Su Q* as
S-bimodules. The reason for writing M(9) in this way, is that combining Corollary

4.5(i) and Lemma 4.6 with [8, Theorems 37.14 and 37.9] we now have isomorphisms

Autfc(A) -* Picfc(A) -» Picfc(S) given by

9 -» liAe} - [Q ®A dAg) ®A Q*] = [M(9)\.

In particular, using the notation of Remark 4.4, there is a group monomorphism

/3 from the additive group of k to Picfc(S'), given by /3(A) = \M(6_x)]- Finally,
Remark 4.4 says that Im(/3) fl Im(fi) is a finite group.
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Combining these observations with the earlier results on the Picard group we

have

THEOREM 4.7. Let k be an infinite field and Q a noncyclic projective right ideal

of A = A(k). Set S = End(Q). Then Autfc(A) =* Picfe(A) whereas fi: Autfc(5) ->

Picfc(S) = Pkfc(A) is a monomorphism such that the coset space Pick(S)/Im(Q)

has cardinality greater than or equal to card(fc).

This theorem raises the obvious questions of whether one can reasonably de-

scribe Autfc(S) and whether there exists some canonical complementary subgroup

to Autfc(S) in Pic/c(S). (We suspect that Autfc(S) will never be a normal subgroup

of Picfc(5).) Note that, by [3, Theoreme 8.10] and [5, Theorem 1], Autfc(A(fc))

has been calculated for all fields k, and it would be interesting to know whether

there exists a similar description of Autfc(S). Indeed, we do not even know whether

Autfc(S') ^ Autfc(A) as abstract groups.

We end the section with two further results that illustrate the difference between

Autfc(A) and Autfc(S'). The first should be compared with Theorem 2.4 and the

second with Corollary 3.3.

COROLLARY 4.8. Let k be an infinite field with char(fc) > 0 and S a domain

that is Morita equivalent, but not isomorphic to A. Then there exists an automor-

phism a of the center Z(S) that lifts to an automorphism of D(k) but does not lift

to an automorphism of S.

PROOF. We remark that D(k) is also the quotient division ring of S. By

Theorem 4.3, pick a noncyclic, projective right ideal M of S such that there exists

an isomorphism r: S —> End(Mg). Then certainly r restricts to an automorphism

a of Z(S) = Z(End M) and extends to an automorphism of D(k). But if a extends

to an automorphism of S, then the proof of Proposition 2.6 may be used to imply

that M is cyclic; a contradiction.

COROLLARY 4.9. Let k be an infinite field and S a domain that is Morita

equivalent but not isomorphic to A. Then there exists a G Autfc(A) such that

o~ ̂  o~dT for any d G D(k) and t G Autfc(S).

PROOF. Write S = End(Q) for an appropriate projective right ideal Q of A.

By Remark 4.4 there exists a G Autfc(A) such that M = o(Q)Q* is a noncyclic,

projective right S-module. Suppose that a — o~dT f°r some d G D(k) and t G

Autfc(S). Then

N = d~lM = d~1(dr(Q)d~1)Q* = T(Q)d~1Q*

is also a noncyclic right S-module. However, by (1.1), End(Ars) = t(S) = S. Thus

N is an S-bisubmodule of D(k) that is finitely generated and projective on both

sides. This forces Ns to be cyclic; if char(fc) > 0 use the last part of the proof of

Proposition 2.6 while if char(fc) = 0 use the fact that S is simple and hence that

the only 5-bisubmodule of D(k) that is finitely generated as a one-sided module is

S itself.
We remark that (under the appropriate conditions on k) Corollary 4.9 also follows

from Corollary 4.8 combined with Theorem 2.4. The proof is left to the interested

reader.
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5. Nonisomorphism of endomorphism rings. An obvious question raised

by Theorem 3.1 is whether there exist infinitely many domains that are Morita

equivalent to A = A(k), but are pairwise nonisomorphic. For example, this ought

to be the case for the End(P„) where Pn = xn+1 A + (xy + n)A. Unfortunately we

can say almost noting about this problem, although we do at least show that it is

a reasonable conjecture by confirming that End(Pi) ^ End(P^) for i > 1.

Actually, we phrase the result rather differently by stating it in terms of rings

of differential operators. Throughout this section X and Y will denote irreducible,

affine algebraic curves over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero.

Then the ring of differential operators D(X) on X is defined as follows. Set D°(X) —

0(X), the ring of regular functions on X and, for n > 0,

Dn(X) = {9e Homfc(0(X), 0(X)): [0,a] G Dn~l for all a G 0(X)}.

Then V(X) = |J Dn(X). All the results that we need about D(X) can be found in

[12]. A natural question is whether D(X) determines X in the sense that D(X) =

D(Y) implies that X = Y. This is closely related to the question with which we

began this section. For, suppose from now on that X has normalization X = A,

the affine line over k. Then D(X) = A — A(k). Under this identification 0(X) =

k[x] C A and d/dx = —y. In order to avoid confusion with multiplication in A, the

action of a differential operator 9 G D(X) on an element a G 0(X) will be denoted

by 9 * a. Now define

P = D(X,X) = {9e D(X): 9 * 0(X) C 0(X)}.

Then P is a right ideal of A. Furthermore, D(X) C End(P4) with equality if and

only if D(X) is simple [12, Proposition 3.3]. Translating Theorem 3.1 into this

context gives

PROPOSITION 5.1. Let X be as above, with X = A. Then D(X) = D(X) if

and only if X — X.

PROOF. Suppose that X / X. If V(X) = D(X) = A, then D(X) is simple and
so, by the above comments, D(X) = End(P). Thus, by Theorem 3.1, D(X, X) = fA

for some / G A. Since 0(X) D cO(X) for some nonzero c G 0(X), certainly

cA c P. As c G k\x] this forces / G A;[a;]. But now

D(X,X)*k\x] = fA*k[x] = fk[x}^ 0(X).

This contradicts the equivalence of parts (b) and (c) of [12, Proposition 3.3] and

completes the proof.

We now turn to the problem of whether D(X) = D(Y) implies that X = Y. As

slight evidence in favour of the conjecture we show that this is the case when X is

the cubic cusp, Z\ = Zf. In this case 0(X) = k\x2,x3] and P = D(X,X) = x2A +

(xy+ 1)A, by [12, §3.8]. Further, [12, Theorem 3.4] implies that D(X) = End(P).
Note that P = P\ in the notation of the first paragraph of this section.

We intend to apply Corollary 3.2 to prove that D(X) ^ D(Y) whenever Y ^ X,

but to do so we must first understand cr(P) when a G Aut^(A). For X,p,Gk define

Pa,„ = (x + A)2A + ((x + \)(y + fi) + 1)A.
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An elementary, but useful calculation shows that

PA,„ = An(y + p)~i(x + X)A.

LEMMA 5.2. Let a G Autfc(A) and X,p G A:. Then cr(PA]Al) = tPa^ for some

a, [3 G A- and t G D(k).

PROOF. By [3, Theoreme 8.10], Autfc(A) is generated by the atj of Corollary

2.8 and so it suffices to prove the lemma for these automorphisms. Suppose first

that a = a2g; so g G k[x) and we may write g — a + (x + X)gi for some a G k and

gi G k[x]. Then

^29(Pa,m) = {x + X)2A + {(x + X)(y + p + a + (x + \)9l) + 1}A

= (x + X)2A + {(x + X)(y + p + a) + 1}A = PA,M+Q.

Now suppose that a = o~\j for some / G k[y] and write / = a + (y + p)f\ for some

q G A: and f\ G k\y\. In this case

PA,M = A n (y + p)~l(x + X)A =(x + A)_1(l/ + p)A n A

= (y + p)2A + ((y + p)(x + A) - 1)A = Q„,A.

Thus cti/(Pa,m) = o\j(Qpi,\) = <5^,A+a - Pa+q,m- Therefore aif(Px,li) = tPx+a^

for some £ G -D(A;); as required.

PROPOSITION 5.3. Let X and Y be two nonisomorphic curves such that X =

Y = A.  Then, provided that X is the cubic cusp Z2 = Z2, we have D(X) ^ D(Y).

PROOF. Suppose that D(X) = D(Y). As remarked earlier, D(X) = End^(P)

is a simple ring and so, by [12, Proposition 3.3] again, D(Y) — EndA(Q) for Q =

D(Y,Y). By Corollary 3.2, Q = sa(P) for some s G D(K) and a G Autfe(A). By

Lemma 5.2, Q = tPx^ for some X,p & k and t G D(k). Now, the set C = {(x + A)n}

is an Ore set in A and (Pxtli)c = Ac- Thus Qc = tAc- As Qc Q Ac this forces
t G Ac; say t = (x + X)~nu for some u G A and n G N. We may clearly suppose

that n > 2. Since Q = P(K,F), clearly Q D A[x] = annO(y)(0(F)/0(y)), the

conductor of 0(Y) in 0(V"). In particular Q n A;[x] ̂  0; say Q n fc[x] = ck[x\.

From the equation (x + X)nQ = uPA,M we obtain

uPx,,, n k[x] = (x + X)nQ n A:[x] = (x + A)"cA;[x].

This forces u G k[x] and uPA,M n k[x] = w(Pa,^ H A;[x]) = u(x + A)2A:[x]. Thus

u(x + A)2 = (x + A)ncv for somen ^ 0 G A;. Thus u = (x + A)n"2cw and (x + A)2Q =

cPx,fj.- Now compute the action of the two sides of this equation on 0(X) = k[x\.

Since D(Y) is simple, [12, Proposition 3.3] implies that Q * k[x] = 0(Y). Thus

(x + A)2 G (x + A)20(F) = (x + A)2Q * k[x] = cPx<li * k[x\ C ck\x\.

But, by construction, ck[x] C 0(F) and so (x + A)2A:[x] C 0(Y). Thus, either

0(Y) = 0(F)— which contradicts Proposition 5.1, or 0(Y) = (x + X)2k[x] + k—in

which case 0(Y) = 0(X); as required.

We began this section by considering End(P„) for Pn = x™+1 A + (xy + n)A. It

is easy to modify the proof of Proposition 5.3 to prove that End(Pi) ^ End(Pt) for

i > 1. In fact this also follows directly since we can express the End(Pi) as rings of

differential operators.  For, let Xn be the curve for which 0(Xn) = k + xn+1A:[x].
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Then [12, Theorem 3.4] implies that D(Xn) = End(Qn) where Qn = D(Xn,Xn) C

A. However if a G Autfc(A) is defined by a(x) = y and a(y) = -x, then one can

prove that

D(Xn,Xn) = A n y~1xnA = y~1xno(A n y~nxA) = y-1xnu(Pn).

Thus P(X„) S End(P„).
Finally, the computations of this section can be used to improve the results of

the last section for the special case of Si = End(Pi). For, it follows easily from

Lemma 5.2 that a transversal for Autfc(Si) in PiCfc(Si) is given by the M(<tAiM) =

o~\,n(Pi)Pl- Here X,p G k and ox,u is defined by cta,m(x) = (x + A) and ffA)M(y) =

(y + p). Also one can use this to prove that Autfc(Si) is not a normal subgroup of

Picfc(Sx).
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